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Abstract. The image processing workflow in the biomedical industry
suffers from the diversity of input formats belonging to various domains
as there is no convention among vendors. Neural Net model accommo-
dation to a particular domain comes at the expense of accuracy for other
domains or for all in general. This paper outlines the upcoming project
aiming to improve domain adaptation using meta-data supplied with
imagery by implementing the concept of dynamic parameters.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background

The typical tasks in biomedical image processing are semantic segmentation
(classifying each pixel belonging to two or more classes), object detection (lesions,
tumors, abnormal formations, cell parts, etc.) and counting, or more advanced
categorization resulting in medical diagnosis based on all visible data.

With the advent of Deep Learning (DL), Neural Nets (NN), mostly Convo-
lutional Neural Nets (CNN) and U-Net [1] in particular gained recognition and
a large share of applications in medical and microscopy imaging offering more
flexibility and robustness, eliminating the manual feature engineering stage, and
increasing the accuracy [2, 3] comparing to preceding ML models, though NN
still rely on human-annotated data during the training phase.

1.2 Domain adaptation

One of the challenges typical for supervised learning is the high dependency on
the training data, overfitting, and domain specificity. When the NN model learns
on one type of data, it performs well on such type later but deteriorates when
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the new input data type differs from the trained one [4], the situation obtained
the term domain shift.

For the biomedical images, a different domain may be represented by images
produced by various methods, other devices, or the same device with different
settings.

Major domain shift should be prevented by including a significant share of
samples from the target domain into training data.

1.3 Transfer learning

The imbalance in training data makes domain adaptation for the model dif-
ficult, especially when researchers cannot compensate for the underrepresented
or absent class in training data. We can partially address this issue with trans-
fer learning [6]. The model initially trained on one set of classes is trained af-
terward with the inclusion of the required class - the process is referred to as
fine-tuning. However, if the initial classes are not included during the fine-tuning
the model tends to “forget” them and degrade in accuracy with respect to these
classes [7]. The common usage of transfer learning is the reduction of time needed
for training: researchers take models already pretrained on the public dataset
like ImageNet and then continue fine-tuning on field-specific data [8, 9].

1.4 Image-to-image translation

Promising method of addressing domain adaptation is GAN-powered models.
Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) [10] in one of their applications are
capable of effective casting images from one modality to another, preserving
structural properties, so samples obtain the appearance of another domain pro-
vided the training conducted correctly [11,12]. Such approach has been effectively
adapted and tested in clinical practice [13–16]

1.5 Ensembles

The listed techniques become useful when the balance in training data is un-
reachable. However, even with the availability of annotated samples from all
domains, other issues arise.

Two corner strategies for designing an effective system working in a cross-
domain environment are: training a single master model with all data diversified
and introducing multiple models: an individual model for each domain sepa-
rately. Domain-specific models preserve the highest accuracy domain-wise and of-
ten serve as a ground-truth configuration when assessing the performance of com-
peting systems. The decision of which model to use is up to the user/operator.
However, if the input images have mixed modality properties, so it doesn’t def-
initely belong to a predefined domain but reside somewhere in between in the
modality space, the impact on accuracy would be evident since only discrete het-
erogeneous domains are expected. Also, when the number of expected domains
is large, training a multitude of models becomes unreasonable.
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The single universal model is convenient in operation and invariant to the
image modality, but the generalization comes with decreased accuracy comparing
to the domain-specific system [17] when equalizing other factors (class imbalance,
dataset size, etc.). Ensembles combine both approaches [18]. Some ensemble
designs exploit the idea of meta-learning by automated weighing and selecting
the right model output depending on the specialization [19]. Here comes the
idea to use external information, effectively forcing the model to adapt for the
particular image type.

2 Related work

2.1 Multi-modal systems

Digital images often are supplied with metadata in the textual and tabular
format provided by acquisition devices.

In the field of DL a combination of inputs of different formats (modality) is
referred to as Multimodal Deep Learning [20]. The models taking into account
diverse sources usually perform better than separate processing units.

The process of combining data from different modalities has been termed as
data fusion.

SC. Huang, A. Pareek et al. [21] in the comprehensive review explain the
concept of data fusion and provide examples of applications in medical imaging.
Also, they describe the varieties of this technique.

Data fusion strategies fall into three types: early, late, and joint fusion, al-
though the boundaries between them may appear fuzzy.

Early fusion implies data stacking before entering the model and using this
combined data in a single input. The late fusion suggests using separate data
flows, for example, the image-only model and the text-only model producing
independent predictions to be ranked by a final aggregation module at the deci-
sion level. We can’t consider late fusion in our experiments because meta-data
is not supposed to produce independent predictions. In the joint fusion, semi-
processed dataflows from separate inputs interlace inside the main model in the
fully connected layer.

2.2 Manifold learning

Among early fusion implementations, common are systems where image features
undergo extraction on the preliminary phase, usually by CNN. They turn into
the same format as supplementary data. After concatenation, the combined data
goes into the primary model(which is not necessarily a NN). There are many
implementations with a similar pattern called Manifold Learning, circulating in
the field of medical imaging [22,23].

The manifold format becomes suitable for the metadata incorporation. Few
reports found this approach feasible [24–26]. The systems using this format differ
in architecture from image-specific CNN. However, Manifold Learning is not
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always necessary when working with 2D data. So far, the planar image format
has a broad use in microscopy, and state of the art CNN’s perform well with
images. We will explore the way of using tabular metadata and pixel input data
simultaneously without significant disruption of CNN architecture, using the
merits in the related field of applications. The idea of a model that “dynamically
adapts its weights during application according to the properties of the images
input” [27] may help us in this endeavor.

2.3 Meta-learning

Meta-learning has a general meaning of learning on a higher level, sometimes
the ability to learn how to learn.

Concerning ML, meta-learning implies a combination of independent learning
techniques, algorithms, and effective selection of the most appropriate one based
on metaknowledge in order to improve the overall system performance.

A meta-learning system consists of a learning subsystem adapting with ex-
perience. The learning subsystem is often referred to as the base-learner. The
system gains this experience from meta-classifier based on previous episodes
and high-level information extracted from training data [28,29]. In our case, we
supply such meta-information externally.

The ensembles mentioned earlier may serve as examples of a meta-learning
system when the selection of results from the collection of base learners is auto-
mated through the entire process of learning.

2.4 Dynamic Neural Nets

Conventional NN’s have a fixed set of parameters after completion of the learning
process. The same applies to ensembles having a set of predefined submodels.

In contrast, meta-learning NN (MLNN) should dynamically approximate in
selection to the most suitable submodel. One of the central powers of a meta-
learning system is the ability to operate in new and unseen scenarios. Feihu
Zhang and Benjamin W. Wah in their publication [27] give a generic description
of MLNN, also dubbed as Dynamic NN interchangeably due to the utilization
of dynamic weights.

MLNN consists of base-level NN (BLNN) and supplementary NN (SNN).
Both can be traditional NN of any architecture suitable for the specific field.
SNN produces a set of parameters ω2 to be dynamically incorporated by MLNN
along with parameters ω1 used by BLNN, which in essence is CNN ingesting pixel
data. The system can adjust rigid parameters ω0 and ω1 via backpropagation
and learns how to emit ω2 and combine them into ω at the same time.

The concept of Dynamic NN is not new, and there have been applications of
them. Every model with parameters changing in the inference time can be con-
sidered dynamic. So the range of concepts and implementation may be broad.
Noh et al. [30] constructed a dynamic parameter layer whose weights are de-
termined adaptively based on semantic questions. B. Klein et al. [31] presented
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Fig. 1: MLNN schema proposed by F. Zhang and B. W.Wah

“Dynamic Convolutional Layer” as a generalization of a convolutional layer.
The filters vary at the test time, depending on the input. X. Jia, B. De Braban-
deread et al. [32] proposed an application of the dynamically generated filters
to perform a filtering operation on an image. Riegler et al. [33] used a similar
single-image super-resolution NN technique. J. Hu [34] also reported a superior
performance of the dynamic filters for super-resolution tasks.

We can view these scale-dependent filters as a particular case of the model
suggested by Feihu Zhang and Benjamin W. Wah [27] since only one meta-
parameter, namely scale, plays the role ( while we are interested in many).

3 Project Framework

3.1 Methodology Preference

Prior to refining a path to solution, we need to summarize our needs and capa-
bilities. We are looking for a semantic segmentation system still embedding the
CNN as primary transformation power, operating on bitmap microscopy images
and incorporating sparse metadata to aid segmentation in domain shifting con-
ditions. Every improvement in domain adaptation comparing to the generalized
metadata-free model would be welcome. Still, flexibility, robustness to train-
ing data imbalance, ability to interpolate, extrapolate on unseen data would be
surplus properties.

Metadata The examples of metadata are given below with short comments:

– exposure: discrete integer values corresponding to the sensor activation time,
affecting image brightness, contrast, color rendering and many other image
properties directly and indirectly;

– plane: binary in biplane microscopy (upper/lower), affecting the quality (fo-
cus/blur);
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– magnification: ordinal values (1.25x, 5x, 10x, 20x, 40x, 63x) which can be
treated as numerical, affecting the bitmap features size;

– imaging modality : nominal values (Fluorescent, Brightfield, DPC-reconstruction),
greatly affecting the image representation;

– imaging condition(medium): binary(Air/Water), slightly affecting general
properties, quality, and focus/blur;

– imaging condition(focal): binary(focal/non-focal), affecting the image repre-
sentation and quality (focus/blur).

Considering data fusion, we already spoke against the late fusion strategy as
unsuitable.

Early and joint fusion may be suitable for serving our purpose since metadata
is not an independent feature set but complements the primary input. Due to
the sparsity of metadata, it should be repeated or scaled by preprocessing to
have a comparable number of features with image data at the fusion point. In
the case of joint fusion, this can be achieved by feature producing linear layers
before joining.

For early fusion, two inputs must have the same modality. Earlier, we men-
tioned that bitmap data could be preprocessed by CNN for semantic feature ex-
traction or transformed into another representation by Manifold Learning. But
such image preprocessing is not practical for pixel-level semantic segmentation
tasks, where CNN’s remain the proven inventory. Therefore in the data fusion
paradigm, only joint fusion remains a suitable strategy. And it also has limita-
tions requiring the presence of fully connected layers - the only place where the
data fusion is possible. State of the art CNN’s are Fully Convolution Networks
having no fully connected layers.

In general, the data fusion technique is another aspect of model generalization
occurring at the expense of feature space expansion. The interpolation or extrap-
olation between domains is unlikely. This holds true for traditional CNN models
but may be different for Transformer models that are genuinely multimodal from
the inception and capable of combining data on various levels of abstraction [35].
Transformers may possess dynamic properties (yet the vulnerability to a train-
ing set imbalance still may persist). Transformers are the nascent star in the NN
constellation, but their study should be a topic for different research.

Let’s consider dynamic parameters - or parameter fusion - by analogy with
data fusion.

Arguments in favor of dynamic parameters: greater flexibility, possibility to
alter convolution layers, ability to serve as a switch for modalities, much lower
dependence on training set balance, expected capacity to interpolate between
modalities.

Arguments against dynamic parameters: complexity in implementation (in-
flating with the number of layers applied), difficulties in tractability and debug-
ging, the necessity to increase representation vector for the growing number of
dynamic parameters which may lead to methodological pitfalls.

The promises outweigh the hardships, the reasonable option for incorpo-
rating metadata into semantic segmentation workflow is dynamic parameters
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implementation with a broad range of combinations to experiment with known
CNN such as U-Net.

The data fusion option should be put aside at this point. The fully connected
layer can be introduced to CNN instead of final 1x1 convolution, but this modi-
fication would impose additional restrictions such as fixed input image size (that
would be an issue for the future industrial use), the influence on the performance
is likely to be small (metadata infused on the last layer wouldn’t impact pre-
ceding convolution filters much through backpropagation). Considering this and
the fact the data fusion technique is just advanced form of generalization the
investment of efforts to experiment with it seems inappropriate.

3.2 Experiment settings

The objectives for the experiment workflow should be grounded on the following
questions:

Q1: What encoding for meta-data should be used and what is the suitable
format for parameters fusion? What is the best representation of continuous and
ordinal meta-parameters to allow interpolation and extrapolation for the trained
model?

Q2: Which convolution layers affected - outer or inner (with respect to U-
shape of U-Net) - would give a better boost to performance?

Q3: How many layers should be involved to parameter fusion?
Q4: Should the parameters fusion be done on counterpart layers considering

the symmetrical architecture of U-Net (encoder-decoder schema)?
Q5: Overall benefit and usability.
Naturally, metadata should be represented in the tabular format similarly to

the input encoding for simple ML models: the numeric values should be normal-
ized, categorical values to be encoded similarly to the one-hot schema (however,
there are no restrictions for multicollinearity since this data is not intended for
regression), nominal values to be enumerated and encoded as well. Speaking
about the format for fusion, the idea for parameter mixing is borrowed from
F. Zhang and B. W. Wah [27]. Layer’s output Yi for some input Xi is produced
with help of convolutional filter W and bias b :

Yi = W ·Xi + b (1)

Denoting our meta-parameter vector as M (encoded and normalized) we
should represent it as a matrix Fw(M) of the same size as W (assuming W is
square which should hold true for convolution weights) and a vector Fb(M) of
the same size as b and fuse them into the original model by dot-product and
addition:

Yi = [Fw(M) ·W]Xi + [Fb(M) + b] (2)

where fused parameters are: Wi = Fw(M) ·W and bi = Fb(M) + b
Metadata encoded in Eq.(2) is supposed to set conditions for treating the

respective batch of input data according to their meta-parameters, it is dynamic
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Fig. 2: Schema for metadata conversion and fusion. M1, M2 - modules producing
parameter matrices from metadata.

during inference time, whereas the fixed part in Eq.(1) should be responsible for
generalization within given meta-parameter space.

The range for values in produced parameters Fw(M) , Fb(M) should match
the range in the original model settings, commonly [-1, 1] as in PyTorch practice.

A mathematical model producing fusion matrix and vector from the meta-
parameters vector is yet to be determined. By the first naive suggestion, it can be
a simple NN, with output size adjusted for the needed format, this model should
be pretrained with respect to CNN layer type where the fusion occurs, but it
should not be a part of main data training, because metadata representation
cannot depend on primary bitmap data.

At the time of setting Fw(M) for the representation of individual meta-
parameters, the intuitive approach would be to adjust the matrix in such a
way that each meta-parameter corresponded to different eigenvectors in Fw(M)
(provided the rest parameters are zero). Then values of ordinal and continuous
meta-parameters can correspond to eigenvalues by order and scale within given
eigenspace.

The said above was addressed to Q1.

The preference will be given to outer layers since the middle layers are uni-
form and numerous. Intuitively middle layers should be treated alike, but there
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are fears of overfitting and performance degradation from the unmanageable
number of layers. However, it will be tested (to Q2).

In the work of Feihu Zhang and B. W. Wah [27] best performance was
achieved with the number of layers within 1/4 - 1/2 from the total number. We
must take into account that metaparameters in their work come from supple-
mentary NN, trained along with basic NN. We may hope to use more layers
for fusion as our meta-parameter supplier is independent and doesn’t need learn
with BLNN (to Q3).

As for the symmetry, both approaches will be tested. We suspect the fusion
should be symmetrical on the respective levels of CNN (to Q4).

For Q5, conclusions to be drawn after research completion.

Training approach and data The training data consists of microscopy images
from diverse cell lines, different modalities(brightfield/fluorescent), produced
with various equipment settings. The data is provided by PerkinElmer, Inc
in abundance. It requires only sorting into experimental training sets, ensur-
ing domain imbalances within a single set to reproduce the problem of poor
representation of certain image types and their impact on the performance of
baseline and experimental NN models. There are default U-Net settings working
well with most of the microscopy data, which should be the same for baseline and
experimental models such as architecture, loss function (binary cross-entropy),
and optimizer settings. However, the latter may be subject to hyperparameter
tuning in the experimental model.

The first set of experiments will be aimed to make proof on concept, so as to
check if the model with primitive parameters fusion is trainable and if there are
any improvements in accuracy for underrepresented domain.

On later stages the results from parameter fusion model are compared with
the reference model, trained with all data combined (master generalized model),
and with models trained with all domains separately, i.e. having a set of models,
one for each magnification value, presumably with the highest accuracy in a
dedicated domain. The reference models should be U-Net as well.

Training data will be diverse but unbalanced in terms of domain representa-
tion. For example with image magnification meta-parameter values 5x, 10x, 20x,
40x the fraction of every magnification in the dataset may constitute 20%, 30%,
1%, 49%, so the 20x is underrepresented. For the test data, the performance
for each magnification is measured compared with the reference master model
and domain-specific models. The particular interest would have the images with
a magnification of 15x and 64x (at the absence they can be synthetically pro-
duced from other magnifications), not present in training data, thus checking
the interpolation and extrapolation capabilities of the model.

Metrics The pixel-wise and object-wise evaluation of accuracy and other metrics
in semantic segmentation rely on a comparison with ground truth. Intersection-
over-Union (IoU), also known as Jaccard Index, measures the overlap between
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the ground truth mask and model prediction.

IoU =
target ∩ prediction

target ∪ prediction
(3)

Equally common is F1 score, also known as Sørensen–Dice Coefficient, which is
a harmonic mean between precision and recall.

DSC =
2TP

2TP + FP + FN
(4)

In summary, the scope of the current project should include the following
objectives:

– comparison between meta-learning strategy having dynamic NN and regular
system having rigid NN parameters;

– general MLNN architecture search for the best implementation of the dy-
namic weight concept for semantic segmentation in microscopy imagery;

– the search of the best metadata representation format and model;
– developing a framework for the efficient construction, debugging, benchmark-

ing, evaluation, and scaling of MLNN adapted for microscopy cross-modal
images and tabular metadata;

– compiling recommendations regarding the format and content for the meta-
data and the workflow for preprocessing it in case of a successful outcome of
this project;

– assessing the prospects and limitations of the proposed method.

4 Summary

We reviewed techniques dealing with domain shift and domain adaptation. Trans-
fer learning, image-to-image translation, ensembling, data fusion, manifold learn-
ing have their own specificity and applications. These systems need to have sam-
ples of new domains in the learning phase; otherwise, they perform suboptimally
in the operation phase. The data fusion and manifold learning were included in
this review for the reports of incorporating tabular metadata into image process-
ing workflow. Dynamic NN’s attract the most attention by greater flexibility and
ability to adapt to unseen scenarios and for the possibility to use a multimodal
input: tabular and pixel data. The attempts of using Dynamic NN in microscopy
image processing with the inclusion of useful metadata have not been reported
yet. We plan to cover this gap, investigate the usability of such a method, adapt
it for semantic segmentation, and find the generic working NN architecture for
industry needs.
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